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Intention liaison among the joint criminal persons is an important issue in the 
theory of the joint offence. Because of intention liaison, the joint criminal persons are 
combined to become an unity through connecting the intentions of individual criminal 
and forming the same intention. Studying the intention liaison among the joint 
criminal persons not only has the value in theory research, but also has the value in 
guiding justice.  
This article divides into three parts: the preface, text and conclusion. The text 
includes four chapters: the definition of intention liaison, the formation of intention 
liaison, the deviation of intention liaison and the separation of intention liaison. 
Chapter 1 mainly defines the content and the extension of intention liaison. While 
describing the characteristics of intention liaison, it also compares joint offence with 
indirect executants, accomplices through negligence, unilateral accomplices, 
simultaneous criminals and joined criminals. It concludes that intention liaison is the 
unity of psychological fact and regulation evaluation. Chapter 2 separately introduces 
the criteria on the forming of intention liaison between executants and executants, 
abettors and executants, assistors and executants, organizers and executants. It mainly 
involves the principles of justice judgment on the formation of intention liaison, based 
on the different types of the joint criminal persons and cases. Chapter 3 provides 
judgment criterias in deciding if an excess behavior, such as an offence beyond 
anticipation or instantaneous offence, belongs to intention liaison. In this section, it 
emphasizes two forms of deviation of intention liaison, aggravated criminals and 
transformed criminals, enclosing the theory of excess behavior in criminal law. 
Chapter 4 offers basic opinions and operational judgment criteria on the separation of 
intention liaison, from the aspect of desistance from offence, in which the joint 
criminal persons abandons the criminal intention and separates from the relationship 
of joint offence.  
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